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Introduction: Anxiety in people with epilepsy (PwE) is characterized by distinct
features related to having the condition and thus requires tailored treatment.
Although virtual reality (VR) exposure therapy is widely-used to treat a number of
anxiety disorders, its use has not yet been explored in people with epilepsy. The
AnxEpiVR study is a three-phase pilot trial that represents the first effort to design
and evaluate the feasibility of VR exposure therapy to treat epilepsy-specific
interictal anxiety. This paper describes the results of the design phase (Phase 2)
where we created a minimum viable product of VR exposure scenarios to be
tested with PwE in Phase 3.

Methods: Phase 2 employed participatory design methods and hybrid (online and
in-person) focus groups involving people with lived experience (n = 5) to design
the VR exposure therapy program. 360-degree video was chosen as the medium
and scenes were filmed using the Ricoh Theta Z1 360-degree camera.

Results: Our minimum viable product includes three exposure scenarios: (A)
Social Scene—Dinner Party, (B) Public Setting—Subway, and (C) Public
Setting—Shopping Mall. Each scenario contains seven 5-minute scenes of
varying intensity, from which a subset may be chosen and ordered to create a
customized hierarchy based on appropriateness to the individual’s specific fears.
Our collaborators with lived experience who tested the product considered the
exposure therapy program to 1) be safe for PwE, 2) have a high level of fidelity and
3) be appropriate for treating a broad range of fears related to epilepsy/seizures.

Discussion: We were able to show that 360-degree videos are capable of
achieving a realistic, immersive experience for the user without requiring
extensive technical training for the designer. Strengths and limitations using
360-degree video for designing exposure scenarios for PwE are described,
along with future directions for testing and refining the product.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

1.1.1 Anxiety in PwE
Anxiety is a common and debilitating comorbid condition in

people with epilepsy (PwE) that often goes unrecognized and
untreated (Munger Clary, 2014). In particular, relatively little
research has focused on epilepsy/seizure-specific (ES) interictal
anxiety, which includes a number of distinct disorders that
require tailored treatment: anticipatory anxiety, seizure phobia,
social phobia, and epileptic panic disorder) (Hingray et al., 2019).
Unlike peri-ictal (pre-ictal, ictal, and post-ictal) anxiety, ES-
interictal anxiety is independent of the seizures themselves and is
characterized by exaggerated epilepsy-related fears, worries,
preoccupations, and avoidance behaviours, which are not
regularly screened for during routine assessments of peri-ictal
anxiety, classical anxiety disorders, or depression (Munger Clary
et al., 2023). Moreover, phobic and agoraphobic symptoms of ES-
interictal anxiety are associated with maladaptive coping behaviors
(e.g., avoiding public transportation) that often delay treatment and
reduce overall quality of life for PwE (Munger Clary et al., 2023;
News, 2023).

1.1.2 Virtual reality exposure therapy (VR-ET)
1.1.2.1 Exposure therapy

Exposure therapy (ET) is a type of cognitive and behavioural
therapy that has been shown to be effective for treating anxiety
disorders (Kaplan et al., 2011; Abramowitz, 2013). Exposures are
typically administered in a hierarchical manner, starting with
scenarios that provoke a lower level of anxiety and allowing
patients to habituate to their anxiety before proceeding to higher
intensity levels (Abramowitz, 2013). Despite its benefits, ET is an
under-utilized treatment which may in part be due to a lack of
trained professionals offering this specific intervention (Kaplan
et al., 2011). Standard ET involves a combination of imaginal
and in vivo exposures, each with their own challenges and
limitations. With imaginal exposures, patients may not be able or
willing to visualize sufficiently fearful stimuli, and the therapist is
often unable to observe whether the patient is engaging in any
avoidance behaviours during exposure. Meanwhile, in vivo
exposures rely on real-world interactions where conditions are
not always predictable or repeatable (e.g., social interactions), and
sometimes altogether not feasible (e.g., reproducing trauma)
(Deacon et al., 2013; Boeldt et al., 2019).

1.1.2.2 Virtual reality exposure therapy
Virtual reality (VR) using computer-generated images (CGI) has

been successfully combined with ET to treat various anxiety
disorders (Bouchard et al., 2017; Ionescu et al., 2021; Andersen
et al., 2023), with comparable outcomes to in vivo ET (Powers and
Emmelkamp, 2008; Bouchard et al., 2017). It can be viewed as a safe
and practical alternative to conventional methods (Sutton, 2020;
Andersen et al., 2023) and allows the user to face their fears through
interacting with the virtual environment (Reeves et al., 2021).
Several studies have highlighted its ability to overcome the
limitations of imaginal and in vivo exposures (Riva, 2022);
indeed, VR is able to simulate real-world environments with a

high degree of fidelity and allows for the design of immersive
experiences where feared stimuli can be manipulated in a
controlled manner. In this way, the exposures are not limited by
the patient’s imagination (as in imaginal ET) and are more
customizable and repeatable than in vivo ET (Boeldt et al., 2019).
Additionally, VR-ET has been helpful as an intermediary step to
bridge the gap between imaginal and in vivo exposures (Riva, 2022)
and may have a particular advantage for increasing adherence to
treatment, as well as in cases where in vivo ET is difficult or
impossible (Deng et al., 2019). Nevertheless, the adoption of
CGI-based VR-ET into clinical practice has been limited by the
cost and complexity of programming three-dimensional graphic
environments (Ionescu et al., 2021).

1.1.2.3 360-degree VR videos
Relatively newer to the healthcare research space, 360-degree

video technology presents an attractive alternative to CGI for
designing VR environments for healthcare interventions (Ionescu
et al., 2021; Stevens and Sherrill, 2021). Specialized 360-degree video
cameras are portable, require few technical skills to operate, and are
a more accessible and affordable medium compared to CGI (Stevens
and Sherrill, 2021). Equipped with such a convenient and versatile
tool, clinicians can quickly film their own 360-degree videos to be
used in virtual exposures for their patients (Stevens and Sherrill,
2021). These benefits, in addition to the photorealism and authentic
sense of presence afforded by this medium, have more recently
become recognized by researchers designing VR-ET programs
(Holmberg et al., 2020; Reeves et al., 2021; Lundin et al., 2022).
Additionally, unlike with CGI, 360-degree video is not susceptible to
the “Uncanny Valley Effect,” defined as an unpleasant feeling users
experience when encountering highly realistic but imperfect
renderings of people in a simulated environment (Seyama and
Nagayama, 2007; Reeves et al., 2022). In the context of VR-ET,
this effect is known to reduce realism and adherence to treatment
(Benbow and Anderson, 2019). As 360-degree video is in its early
stages of development as a tool for mental health interventions and
studies describing its use are heterogeneous, developing diverse
content tailored to patients’ needs has been recommended as an
appropriate gap for research to prioritize (Ionescu et al., 2021).

1.1.3 The AnxEpiVR study
Although VR-ET is becoming widely-used to treat a number of

anxiety disorders, its use has not yet been explored in PwE (Gray
et al., 2023). The AnxEpiVR Study is a three-phase pilot trial that
represents the first effort to design and evaluate the feasibility of VR-
ET to treat ES-interictal anxiety [for full methods, see (Gray et al.,
2023)]. Phase 1 involved surveying PWE (n = 14) and people
affected by epilepsy (n = 4) (e.g., loved ones or friends,
professionals working with the epilepsy population) to gather
information on epilepsy/seizure-specific fears [for full methods
and results of Phase 1, see (Tchao et al., 2023)]. Questions were
intentionally created to collect information useful for informing the
design of VR-ET scenarios for PwE (i.e., anxiety-provoking locations
and elements that might be readily filmed). Participants described
anxiety-provoking scenes, which were categorized under the
following themes: location, social setting, situational, activity,
physiological, and previous seizure. While scenes tied to previous
seizures were typically highly personalized and idiosyncratic, public
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settings and social situations were commonly reported fears. Factors
consistently found to increase ES-interictal anxiety included the
potential for danger (physical injury or inability to get help), social
factors (increased number of unfamiliar people, social pressures),
and specific triggers (stress, sensory, physiological, and medication-
related).

Phase 2, the focus of the present paper, involved designing VR-
ET scenarios based on the results of Phase 1. Phase 3 will involve
piloting the intervention designed in Phase 2 through a home-based
trial where participants (target n = 5 PwE) receive daily virtual VR-
ET sessions for 2 weeks (ClinicalTrials.gov ID: NCT05296057). This
study was reviewed and approved by the York University Human
Participants Review Committee and approved on 31 May 2022
(certificate number: 2022–105). Participants provided written
informed consent to participate in this study.

1.2 Objectives

This paper describes Phase 2, the design phase of the three-part
AnxEpiVRpilot study. The primary objectivewas to develop aminimum
viable product (MVP) consisting of a hierarchical and customizable set of
VR-ET scenarios to be piloted in the ET program that will be
administered to PwE in Phase 3. Our primary objective was to
provide a detailed description of our design process for creating VR
scenarios for PwE that 1) are safe for this population 2) have a high level
of fidelity, and 3) would be appropriate for treating a broad range of fears
related to epilepsy/seizures. As a secondary objective, we aimed to
synthesize our learnings from this process to describe key strengths,
limitations, and future considerations for both A) the MVP, and B)
broadly, 360-degree video as a medium to create VR-ET for PwE.

2 Methods

2.1 Methodology and approach

With limited available literature specifically addressing ES-
interictal anxiety and the fear triggers for PwE (Tchao et al., 2023),
we based the design of our MVP on information gathered from Phase
1 participants and employed a participatory design approach. A
participatory design approach seeks the involvement of people
with lived experience throughout the design process to develop a
product that would be meaningful and useful to end-users (Spinuzzi,
2005). In recent years, this approach has been increasingly used in
healthcare (Teal et al., 2023) for its ability to reduce research “waste,”
time and costs spent focusing on research that is not important or
relevant for patients and clinicians (Slattery et al., 2020). For example,
the approach has been used by other researchers to design VR-ET
programs that are authentic and grounded in people’s real-world
experiences (Flobak et al., 2019). It is useful for tailoring treatments to
specific populations and has been successfully applied to develop 360-
degree video VR-ET public speaking scenarios for adolescents (Flobak
et al., 2019) and simulations of potentially stressful situations to help
incarcerated women prepare for what theymay face when they return
home (Teng et al., 2019).

Our process relied on both synchronous and asynchronous,
hybrid (online and in-person) focus groups to 1) generate a rich

understanding of participants’ experiences and beliefs, 2)
generate information on collective views, and 3) clarify,
extend, and qualify data collected through our Phase 1 survey
(Gill et al., 2008; Kitzinger, 1995). End-user feedback was
collectively considered and analyzed while being compared to
themes identified in Phase 1 (feared locations and elements), as
well as insights from researcher debrief notes, to determine
which suggestions could and should be incorporated at a
given stage, and what could be better addressed in a future
design. The final MVP was again compared to these themes to
summarize the feasibility of using 360-degree film to simulate
scenarios related to ES-interictal anxiety. From this process, we
were able to construct an account of the strengths, limitations,
and future directions for the MVP, as well as for the use of 360-
degree film for creating VR-ET for PwE.

2.2 Materials

360-degree video was the medium chosen because it is a less
resource intensive (time and cost) option for creating VR-ET
scenarios with a high degree of realism. All videos were filmed in
4K and 30 frames/sec using the Ricoh Theta Z1 360° camera. Videos
were edited using Adobe Premiere Pro (e.g., trimming, combining,
adding transitions, special effects) and then uploaded to an unlisted
playlist on YouTube for access by the study team and collaborators
with lived experience. Scenes were viewed and evaluated on a
computer screen in two dimensions as well as on a Meta Quest 2
VR head-mounted device (HMD).

2.3 Procedures

Initial designs for exposure scenes to be recorded in Phase 2 were
based on ES-interictal fears described in Phase 1 in conjunction with
literature describing VR-ET design for other populations. Design
changes were incorporated iteratively throughout Phase 2, following
feedback collected from collaborators with lived experience and
team design discussions. Figure 1 provides an overview of the
timeline of Phase 2 activities, including filming and collection of
feedback.

2.3.1 Prototype development
To better understand potential challenges with filming 360-

degree videos, an initial prototype of one of the Phase 2 exposure
scenarios was filmed with members of the study team. Scenes were
rehearsed to make social interactions feel natural while introducing
different elements to provoke anxiety. The videos were reviewed
intermittently during filming to optimize camera positioning,
sound (e.g., volume of dialogue with respect to background
noise) and lighting conditions. Care was taken to verify that
objects of focus, such as a person, were not in the camera’s
stitch line (i.e., where the two spherical images generated by the
360-degree camera are merged). Finally, the prototype scenes were
edited in Adobe Premiere Pro to test various special effects to
simulate anxiety/seizure. Debrief notes from team discussions
during filming sessions were recorded to serve as guidelines for
the final three sets.
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2.3.2 Filming sets A, B, C
The three scenarios selected for filming in Phase 2 included A)

Dinner Party, B) Subway, and C) Shopping Mall. These particular
settings were chosen because they encompass factors that contribute
to ES-interictal anxiety as reported by participants in Phase 1 such as
social factors, potential for physical danger, and presence of known
environmental seizure triggers (Tchao et al., 2023). Additionally we
sought to film settings that would be relevant to a wider population
and impactful when considering quality of life and social wellbeing.

Storyboards were planned following review of the prototype
(Feedback Session #1) from an epileptologist as well as a
neuropsychologist who specializes in epilepsy. Filming of the
final exposure scenes occurred between December 2022 and
January 2023, allowing for multiple opportunities to film in
public spaces where environmental factors (e.g., crowds, noise)
were difficult to control or varied by time of day. Actors who
were part of the scenes (i.e., who interacted with the camera or
were in close proximity to the camera) provided their permission to
be filmed through a digital consent form.

2.3.3 Collecting feedback
Feedback was collected at various time points from our end-

users (collaborators with lived experience): one PwE, two family
members of PwE, and two professionals (one epileptologist and one
neuropsychologist who works with PwE) (Table 1). Feedback was

based on watching the exposure scenarios on YouTube on a
computer screen or in a Meta Quest 2 VR HMD.

3 Results

3.1 Exposure scenario hierarchies: Structure
and content

The final AnxEpiVR ET hierarchies include three scenarios: A)
Dinner Party, B) Subway, and C) Shopping Mall (Figure 2), each
containing seven 5-min scenes. Supplementary Appendix A
provides a list of the final exposure hierarchies with descriptions
of each scene, including the specific fears that the scenes were
designed to evoke. Examples can be viewed as 360-degree
YouTube videos through the AnxEpiVR Project Website.

The three scenarios follow a similar progression where each
scene centers around a distinct fear related to epilepsy/seizures
(e.g., being alone and unable to receive help, social fears, physical
danger) and incorporates additional feared elements, including
increasing levels of noise or crowds, that would be naturally
present in the environment. Additionally, seizure simulations
are included in all scenarios to address anxiety specifically
associated with a previous seizure experience. Together, the
seven scenes within a given set are intended to form the

FIGURE 1
Phase 2 timeline.

TABLE 1 Summary of feedback timepoints.

Feedback Videos reviewed Method of collection Reviewer role

1 Prototype Online Testing (via YouTube) followed by an Online Focus Group Neuropsychologist, Epileptologist

2 Sets A and B In-Person Testing (with HMD) Lived Experience

3 Sets A, B, C In-Person Testing (with HMD) Lived Experience

4 Sets A, B, C In-Person Testing (with HMD) Neuropsychologist

5 Sets A, B, C Online Testing (via YouTube) followed by Asynchronous Discussion Neuropsychologist, Epileptologist, Lived Experience

6 Sets A, B, C Online Focus Group Psychologist, Epileptologist
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building blocks from which a subset (or all scenes) may be
selected and ordered in increasing intensity to create a graded
exposure hierarchy suited to an individual’s unique fears
(Figure 3).

3.2 Feasibility, challenges, and future
considerations

Table 2 presents a summary of what was achieved in filming the
three exposure scenarios, as well as feedback from our lived
experience collaborators. Certain elements (e.g., flashing lights or
other visual patterns) were not included in videos for safety
considerations to avoid known seizure triggers in the simulated
environment. Likewise, physiological states (e.g., extreme hunger,
lack of sleep, headache) identified as anxiety triggers were not
explored due to limitations in feasibility.

The general impressions provided by our collaborators with
lived experience who viewed the final videos were that the exposure
scenarios managed to capture many fears related to ES-interictal
anxiety, such as fear of being judged, fear of drawing attention to
oneself, fear of having a seizure while alone, fear of having a seizure
in front of others, and a fear of interacting with others. The acting
was considered good or sufficient, and the videos were deemed
generally appropriate for triggering varying levels of fear in PwE.
Future considerations based on lessons learned by the team
combined with recommendations from our end-users with lived
experience are summarized in Table 2 and described in further detail
below.

3.2.1 View of self
As it is not possible to see oneself in 360-degree video, the

camera was mounted onto a torso mannequin (nicknamed
“Cameron”) dressed in gender-neutral clothing for the filming of
most scenes (Figure 4). This was a design decision made after using
the headset to view the prototype which was filmed with the camera
mounted to a tripod. The tripod was removed from the video in the
editing phase but this effect resulted in a sense of “floating”. Having
the mannequin in place of the tripod was perceived as more natural
during testing as it allowed the viewer to see shoulders/torso when
looking downwards in VR.

For scenes requiring Cameron to be seated, the torso was
removed from its stand and placed directly on a chair or bench.
At the dinner party scenes, Cameron was seated close to the dining
table so that the table blocked any view of where legs should be.
When seated away from a table (e.g., on the subway train or platform
bench) a knapsack was placed on Cameron’s “lap” to hide direct
view of the legs.

Seizure simulations were filmed with the camera positioned
directly on the floor to represent the point of view of an individual
lying on their side after falling during a seizure. When these scenes
were tested in the HMD with the viewer in a seated position, the
research team noted that the images felt unnatural because the low
perspective in the virtual environment gave the sensation that the
viewer’s head was resting/positioned upright directly on top of the
floor. Alternatively, we found that lying on our side while testing the
scene resulted in a more realistic sensation, as the HMD’s gyroscope
automatically maintains the correct orientation of the image when
the viewer rotates their head position sideways (see Figure 5). In

FIGURE 2
AnxEpiVR Exposure Sets: (A) Dinner Party, (B) Subway, and (C) Shopping Mall
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practice, this would mean requesting that the PwE lie on their side
during the exposure.

3.2.2 Limited interactivity: Movement within the
scene

Although user feedback indicated that including camera
movement within the scene might increase realism and sense of
presence, we intentionally avoided introducing first-person motion
into our scenes to reduce the likelihood of inducing simulator
sickness, which has symptoms that overlap with anxiety (e.g.,
nausea, dizziness). Simulator sickness can occur when the user is
static but the virtual environment is moving, resulting in a sensory
mismatch between what the user sees and feels (Laessoe et al., 2023).
Exclusion of first-person motion presented certain challenges with

the scene narrative. For example, while waiting for the subway, the
PwE cannot move toward the train once it arrives. It was thus
necessary to plan scenes where it would be natural for the PwE to
remain stationary, or include scene descriptions to preface each
scene that would account for why the PwE might not be moving
(e.g., waiting for a friend). As a compromise, some of the subway
scenes included combining clips of different locations to give the
appearance of moving through the transit system (e.g., from top of
stairs, to subway platform, to on the train). However, the transitions
were described by some of our lived experience end-users as
disruptive to the viewing experience.

Additionally, we found it challenging to incorporate elements
emphasizing the potential for physical danger should a seizure
occur. For example, we explored different spaces in the subway

FIGURE 3
Examples of personalized exposure hierarchies.Option Amay suit PwE who experience anxiety in larger social groups whileOption Bmay suit PwE
who fear being alone in case of a seizure.
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TABLE 2 Exposure scenes—phase 2 achievements and future considerations.

Phase 1 Phase 2

Core research team design
decisions

Feedback from engagement with lived experience collaborators

Currently implemented Future implementation

TYPE OF EXPOSURE SETTING

Locations Associated with Past
Seizure

Determined not feasible to film specific
locations from previous seizure experience
(unique to each individual)

The seizure simulations are beneficial even if
they are not personalized. Seeing the
reactions on the faces of bystanders is
particularly evocative

With further resources, personalized
locations could be filmed and used in
combination with non-personalized
scenarios

Instead, general seizure simulations (3 per
scenario) were filmed

Initial special effects added based on
collaborator feedback (double-vision,
heartbeat, blinking) were later removed in
the MVP after in-person testing as they were
deemed unrealistic/unrepresentative
simulations

Consider seizure simulation in third-person
(i.e., PwE witnesses an actor having a seizure)

1. Absence seizure (upright only)

2. Seizure (on floor) - few bystanders

3. Seizure (on floor) - many bystanders

Seizure simulations were achieved by
transitioning from an upright camera angle
to an angle on the floor with a slow fade in/
out to black transition, slight muffling of
audio

Actors being helpful/kind was an effective
intermediary step before seizure simulation
with crowds

Optimize special effects used to simulate
seizures in VR (e.g., consider slowing of time,
garbled audio) since people experience
seizures differently

Social Settings Set A: Dinner Party Scenario The chosen locations are appropriate and
should resonate with a range of PwE.
Consider that some PwE may not attend
many social gatherings

Film a new Work/School Scenario, focusing
on social fears and stress; these may resonate
better with PwE who attend fewer social
gatherings

Focus on social fears, filmed in a private
location

Public Settings Set B: Subway

Set C: Shopping Mall

Public locations with varying levels of
crowds, noise, stress, potential for danger

FEAR ELEMENTS

Potential for Danger: Unable to
Receive Help

Each scenario includes a neutral “Alone”
scene. Based on Phase 1 results, being alone
may trigger ES-related anxiety related to
having no one trusted nearby to help should
a seizure occur

Although the “Alone” scenes felt long, PwE
who fear being alone might benefit from the
full 5 minutes to allow for sufficient time to
habituate to their fear. Keep these scenes at
5 min

Consider incorporating imaginal elements
with therapist to preface “Alone” scenes

Additionally, Set B (Subway) includes a
seizure simulation on a subway platform
where initially no one notices the PwE
having a seizure and Set C (Mall) includes a
seizure simulation in an elevator where the
elevator doors initially do not open

Potential for Danger: Physical
Injury

Set B (Subway): Several scenes filmed in
close proximity to subway tracks

Include scenes where PwE is alone near hard
surfaces or has the potential for falling. One
subway scene filmed at the top of stairs
leading down to the platform

Consider other scenes near hard surfaces
(e.g., washroom)

Set C (Mall): Two scenes where PwE is
sitting on a high stool in a food court

Social Factors: Number of People All three scenarios include scenes where
PwE is alone, in the vicinity of several
people, or around crowds

Some crowded scenes were not “crowded”
enough

Increase fear intensity by having more people
in close proximity to the camera in scenes
containing crowds

Social Factors: Familiarity of
People

Actors are all strangers or imagined
“acquaintances” of the PwE

Reactions of strangers (e.g., bystanders
staring, giving funny looks) helped to
increase fear and sense of presence

Social Factors: Social Pressures All Sets include scenes where the PwE is
required to interact socially with actors in
the scene through responding to their
rhetorical questions, for example,

Involving PwE in dialogue helps to increase
a sense of presence

Optimize timing of rhetorical questions to
allow sufficient time for PwE to respond to
actors

Set A (Dinner Party): Introducing self to
guests

(Continued on following page)
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station that might be considered “dangerous” such as the top of the
stairs/escalator or on the platform near the tracks. However, with
first-person motion excluded, it was more difficult to draw attention
to the risk of falling than if, for example, the PwE walked down a
crowded staircase or along a subway platform, stepping closer to the
tracks to pass bystanders.

3.2.3 Filming crowds/alone
Filming in a private setting (e.g., dinner party) involved

volunteer actors from the research team and provided greater

flexibility when designing storyboards or manipulating
environmental factors (e.g., background noise, number of people
in scene). In contrast, filming in public spaces presented challenges
with less predictable levels of crowding and noise. At least one
member of the research team was required to remain near the
camera while filming at subway stations or in the shopping mall to
monitor for possible theft (which did not occur) as well as for
unwanted attention from strangers that did not fit with the scene
(which occurred frequently, including taking pictures of the
mannequin, pointing, close examination). These unpredictable

TABLE 2 (Continued) Exposure scenes—phase 2 achievements and future considerations.

Phase 1 Phase 2

Core research team design
decisions

Feedback from engagement with lived experience collaborators

Currently implemented Future implementation

Set B (Subway) and C (Mall): Responding to
individuals who ask for directions

Presence of Triggers: Stress All Sets include at least one scenario with a
stressful interpersonal interaction (e.g., a
rude stranger, an individual who is upset,
being asked to donate money, being asked
to sing karaoke)

Incorporate ways to have the PwE move
through the virtual environment to increase
realism and incorporate task-based elements

Presence of Triggers: Sensory/
Space-Related

Set A (Dinner Party): Includes scenes with
loud music, talking, and noisy vacuum to
simulate an environment that may
naturally be stressful

Good to have a combination of fears within
the same scene rather than isolating separate
fears (to reflect real life)

Combine with imaginal exposure to
incorporate physiological triggers (e.g.,
hunger, fatigue, headache) or evoke anxiety-
like sensory experiences before exposure
(e.g., spin around for dizziness, sit near
something warm to evoke feelings of warmth
or sweating) to further increase realism

Set B (Subway): Includes scenes filmed
during rush hour to capture crowds

Involving PwE in dialogue helps to increase
a sense of presence

Set C (Mall): Includes two food court scenes
filmed during lunch hour to capture
crowds. And one seizure scene filmed in a
small elevator with strangers giving a sense
of being trapped

Presence of Triggers:
Medication/Other

Actors ask about medications in the three
seizure simulation scenes of each scenario.
Alcohol is present in most scenes of Set A,
including one scene where the PwE is
offered a drink

Having a combination of fears within the
same scene may be effective because it is
reflective of real life. However, this makes it
more difficult to have controlled, graded
exposures to specific fears

Consider generalization of dialogue
regarding triggers of seizure worry (e.g.,
discussion of medication, presence of
alcohol) to ensure it applies to most PwE

N/A Safety: Avoid filming bright or flashing
lights or strong visual patterns in case they
could be a seizure trigger for PwE

Collaborators were in agreement with this
design choice and described the importance
of building a safety plan into the therapy
program (i.e., choosing a safe spot for VR-
ET sessions, having a trusted person nearby,
and determining the course of action should
the individual have a seizure during an
exposure.) The seizure simulations may be
extremely anxiety-provoking for some
PwE—consider appropriateness and
psychological safety

N/A General Design: Each scene has an
associated written description to provide
context to PwE before viewing

Collaborators felt after watching scenes that
it would be helpful for the PwE to have some
description prior to the exposure to help set
up the scene

Scene descriptions may be more impactful if
personalized and delivered in first-person (“I
am. . .”) as opposed to third person (“You
are. . .”). Consider implementing strategies to
simulate physiological anxiety cues unique to
the individual (e.g., sitting near a heater prior
to sessions if they associate feeling hot with
anxiety)

Scene descriptions were later revised based
on feedback to focus more on physiological
cues (e.g., “sweating,” “heart beating”) rather
than feelings (e.g., “anxious,” “worried”)
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conditions made it particularly difficult to film exposure scenes
where the viewer is completely surrounded by “crowds” or
completely “alone.” In some cases, we needed to re-film scenes
several times due to unplanned interactions between Cameron and

strangers, or travel to different locations to achieve the desired
number of people present in the scene. For “crowded” scenes,
although we chose to film at transfer stations and busier areas of
the mall during peak times, the number of people remained overall
fewer than anticipated. Scenes on the subway train were filmed with
the study team standing or seated close to the mannequin to try and
create a greater sense of crowding as well as maintain the privacy of
nearby strangers. This challenge with simulating crowds was
reflected in user feedback, which included suggestions to add
scenes with more crowding. Additionally, several end-users
commented that the “alone” scenes felt very “long” and might be
more effective if used in a session with a therapist who could help to
incorporate imaginal elements. However, users agreed that PwE who
fear being alone might benefit from the full 5 minutes to allow for
sufficient time to habituate to their fear.

3.2.4 Social fears and dialogue
Verbal interactions with the PwE were achieved by

incorporating rhetorical questions (e.g., “Don’t you agree?”) or
simple questions (e.g., “What’s your name?” “Are you feeling
okay?”). Users commented that being engaged in dialogue
increased their sense of presence during testing, whereas in
scenes without dialogue they felt a greater sense of being “a
bystander,” watching the scene play out. However, due to the
nature of 360-degree video, the degree to which the PwE can
interact with the actors is limited to responding to these types of
questions; the scene will always play out as prescribed, and cannot
adapt to the PwE’s response. During testing, end-users commented
that this limitation may disrupt the PwE’s sense of presence if their
natural response to a question does not fit the content or timing of
the subsequent dialogue.

Additional scenarios were suggested in our feedback collection, such
as filming scenes from a workplace or school setting. It was pointed out
that PwE experiencing ES-interictal anxiety may already avoid social
settings such as a dinner party andwould connect better with thesemore
common, less avoidable settings.We would argue that exposure to social
activities such as parties could be beneficial for reducing isolation and
promoting overall social wellbeing, but agree that a school/work scene
could present a viable scenario to film in the future. In fact, this type of
setting may lend itself particularly well to being filmed in 360-degree
because the dialogue is naturally more structured and predictable (e.g.,
raising one’s hand to answer a question, providing a brief explanation/
presentation in front of others) when compared to the back-and-forth
conversation that would occur at a party.

3.2.5 Seizure simulations
Each scenario includes three scenes focusing on seizure

occurrences designed to provoke anxiety at different intensities.
In the first type of scene, “Seizure Worry,” the PwE remains
conscious and seated while strangers or “acquaintances” express
concern (e.g., asking how they are feeling, commenting that they do
not look well). These comments may contribute to worry of an
oncoming seizure, or can suggest that the PwE might be
experiencing an absence seizure (i.e., brief lapse in
consciousness). In the second type of scene, the PwE regains
consciousness after a seizure has occurred and is helped by one
or two people nearby. In the third type of scene, the PwE regains
consciousness while surrounded by many people who react to the

FIGURE 4
Torso mannequin with mounted Ricoh Theta Z1 360-degree
camera (“Cameron”): Image captured during the filming of the Subway
scenario.

FIGURE 5
Camera positioned directly on floor to simulate fall during
seizure. For seizure simulations it is necessary for the user to lie on
their side in the real world to achieve the correct perspective in the
virtual scene.
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situation with varying degrees of helpfulness (e.g., offering to call an
ambulance, kneeling beside the PwE, staring while walking past on
the subway platform).

Premiere Pro was used to add special effects (e.g., double-vision,
heartbeat, blinking) to the seizure simulations. Following in-person
testing, however these effects were removed as both the core research
team and lived experience end-users felt they did not effectively help
to simulate seizures and detracted from the sense of presence.
Instead, a “pre-seizure” clip filmed upright using the mannequin
was combined with a “post-seizure” clip filmed with only the camera
at floor-level. Fade-to-black transitions were not necessarily deemed
representative of what a PwE would experience, but were
determined to be the best option for stitching together clips to
demonstrate the occurrence of a seizure.

Overall, our collaborators with lived experience provided positive
feedback on the effectiveness of these scenes. For example, one individual
commented, “[It is] good to expose PwE to this [in VR] since in real life
PwE often can’t see people’s faces during a seizure.” Another said that,
“Actors being helpful/kind was good as an intermediary step before seizure
simulation with crowds.” Suggestions for future iterations included
testing additional special effects to simulate the seizure (e.g., garbled
audio, slowing down film speed), filming seizures near hard and/or
uneven surfaces (e.g., bathtub, stairs), or filming a seizure simulation in
third person (i.e., PwE witnesses an actor having a seizure). It was also
recommended that dialogue regarding seizure worry be more
generalized. For example, some comments in the scenes, such as
from an “acquaintance” reminding the PwE about medication or
limiting alcohol, may not apply either because many PwE would
already naturally self-monitor or because acquaintances would not
know enough to make this type of suggestion.

3.2.6 Incorporating imaginal and sensory elements
Beyond feedback related to the filmed content of the exposure

scenarios, some collaborators provided suggestions related to the
delivery of the intervention. One piece of feedback that was
incorporated included adding brief scene descriptions (1-2 sentences),
to provide adequate context for the PwE prior to viewing the exposure
(see Supplementary Appendix A). Based on user suggestions, wording
was modified to be more open-ended and brief (i.e., to allow the PwE
more freedom to form their own interpretation while experiencing the
scene) and to include specific physiological cues (e.g., “sweating,” “heart
beating”) as opposed to feelings (e.g., “anxious,” “worried”). These scene
descriptions are intended to be read aloud to participants by the
researcher prior to each exposure in Phase 3. Based on user feedback,
future iterations may include incorporating scene descriptions into the
exposure as text preceding the scene, or else developing personalized
scene descriptions to be read aloud by the PwE in first-person (e.g., “I am
waiting for the subway. . .”). Additionally, as a way to increase fear
intensity, the neuropsychologist gave examples of how a therapist
might instruct the PwE to spin around in a chair or sit near
something warm prior to an exposure to evoke physiological
sensations that mimic anxiety (e.g., dizziness, warmth/sweating).

4 Discussion

VR-ET has been successfully used to treat anxiety disorders
including specific phobias and post-traumatic stress disorder,

typically relying on CGI to create customized virtual
environments for the exposures (Emmelkamp et al., 2002;
Baños et al., 2011; Radkowski et al., 2011). To our knowledge,
this is the first VR-ET program designed specifically for PwE who
experience ES-interictal anxiety. We created our program using
360-degree video, which has been described as a promising
medium for designing VR-ET that has only more recently
started to be explored (Deng et al., 2019; Andersen et al., 2023).
Our methodology involved a true participatory design process
which spanned several months, allowing time to build shared
knowledge with our collaborating lived experience end-users
(Teng et al., 2019) through their involvement as integral
members of the research team. Below, we discuss the successes
and challenges we encountered while creating our MVP to
highlight the strengths and limitations of using this medium for
creating VR-ET scenarios.

Through the development of our MVP, we were able to show
that the 360-degree video medium is capable of achieving a realistic,
immersive experience for the user without requiring extensive
technical training for the designer, and on a modest budget. Our
collaborators, including a neuropsychologist and epileptologist,
reviewed the exposure scenes and believed them to be safe and
inclusive of elements that could effectively evoke ES-interictal
anxiety for a variety of PwE. Based on feedback from our
collaborators with lived experience, we believe that 360-degree
video may be a particularly effective medium for creating seizure
simulations due to its ability to portray the reactions of bystanders,
including facial expressions, with photo realistic quality. This is
consistent with literature evaluating the ability for 360-degree video
to induce a strong sense of presence (Holmberg et al., 2020; Reeves
et al., 2021; Lundin et al., 2022).

Certainly, we encountered a number of challenges when creating
our VR-ET program. In some cases, these challenges were unrelated
to using 360-degree video. For example, using special effects to
simulate the sensory experience of having a seizure was a challenge
since the symptoms experienced can be highly individualized or
dependent on seizure type. Likewise, we chose not to incorporate
certain fear triggers for safety reasons (i.e., seizure triggers such as
flashing lights, visual patterns), or for challenges with feasibility
unrelated to VR medium (e.g., internal states such as hunger, stress,
fatigue). On the other hand, some difficulties we encountered were
directly related to the 360-degree video medium, which we will
discuss below.

One such challenge identified during the design process was
creating exposure scenes that could both be readily filmed and
suitable for a broad range of PwE. ES-interictal anxiety is a complex
and heterogeneous condition that comprises unique fear stimuli,
making it necessary to consider which elements can be effectively
portrayed through 360-degree video. It is important to highlight that
designing VR-ET for PwE is simply less straightforward when
compared to designing VR-ET for certain anxiety disorders such
as specific phobias, where it is easier to identify and simulate the fear
stimulus and modify conditions to produce varying levels of
intensity in the exposures. For example, to treat arachnophobia,
many VR-ETs use CGI to manipulate the appearance of the spiders
and vary the level of interaction with them to create their graded
hierarchy (Miloff et al., 2016; Lindner, 2021). Likewise, in VR-ET for
acrophobia, individuals might progress in an ordinal manner
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through different stories of a tall building to finally walking out onto
a plank protruding from a great height (Rimer et al., 2021). In
contrast, phobic stimuli for PwE are varied and unique (Tchao et al.,
2023) and may need to be addressed through a more tailored VR-ET
design.

Although our MVP captures a number of different fear
stimuli and allows for customization through scene selection
and ordering, there may be overall an insufficient number of
levels of intensity to address specific fears. As each scene
incorporates a number of different fear elements, it was not
possible to isolate and manipulate each specific fear variable
(e.g., crowds) in a graded hierarchy, as is more commonly done
in CGI-based exposures. Nevertheless, this limitation of our
MVP was actually identified as a strength by one collaborator
with lived experience who felt that having a combination of fears
in each scene better portrayed exposure to “real life” scenarios.

In general, we found exerting “control” over elements of the
scene to be challenging, particularly when filming in public
locations. For example, we were unable to capture the level of
crowding we desired due to unpredictable numbers of
bystanders, which may reduce our MVP’s potential to elicit fear.
Even so, filming in very crowded conditions would not have been
possible due to concerns for the privacy of bystanders (it was
determined unrealistic to obtain consent for filming from all
strangers who might enter the scene) as well as unwanted
attention from bystanders (e.g., staring and pointing at the
camera/mannequin). With additional resources, a larger team of
actors could be used to create a localized crowd around the camera
to better achieve the desired effect.

Lastly, the greatest difficulty with designing VR-ET using
360-degree video entails recreating believable and socially
realistic storylines (Flobak et al., 2019). Although feedback
we received was mostly positive or minor in this regard, we
found the lack of interactivity that 360-degree video allows to be
a barrier to creating believable narratives. Generally, when
compared with CGI, 360-degree video provides a more
passive experience for users since they cannot move freely
within the virtual environment. Instead, users view the
landscape from positions predetermined by the designer and
can only interact with assets through pre-scripted dialogue.
This is a known limitation, though studies have found that 360-
degree video has been successfully implemented for types of
exposures that require only one-directional interaction (e.g.,
fear of heights, speaking in front of a classroom, crowded areas)
(Stevens and Sherrill, 2021). On the other hand, our scenarios
also included combinations of specific fears within the context
of public and social settings that generally require two-
directional interaction with the environment (e.g., walking
across a subway platform and onto a train, initiating
conversations with strangers at a party, completing a
shopping task with a time pressure). Based on feedback from
our collaborators, the lack of potential for interactivity may
have reduced our VR-ET program’s ability to create a sense of
presence, to some degree. The social interactions that we were
able to include were generic and limited to simple questions
requiring short responses, and the lack of translational
movement made it more difficult to simulate physical danger
task-based activities.

4.1 Limitations

There are a few limitations of our methodology that are
important to highlight when considering the generalizability of
our findings. The first is that our VR-ET program is an MVP,
which means that it should not be considered “finished” or
“complete.” For instance, we chose to delay incorporating some
of our collaborators’ feedback, such as creating a fourth work/
school scenario that may resonate with PwE who don’t relate to
attending dinner parties. We made this type of decision
consciously, based on design science research. Instead of
attempting to create a “perfect” product, we focused on
building an MVP from which we were able and will continue
to gather feedback, identify challenges, and iterate based on
evaluation. In other words, we felt it was important to first test if
our design includes any fundamental flaws before investing
additional time to refine it. Design science research
highlights the importance of incorporating this type of
evaluation during the creation process, and has found that
this iterative approach is a cost-effective way to efficiently
identify and correct design flaws early-on (Thomke and
Reinertsen, 2012; Abraham et al., 2014). Although this
approach allowed us to flexibly incorporate user feedback
and learnings to strengthen our VR-ET program throughout
the design process, it must also be kept in mind when
considering any limitations of our current product.

Second, although feedback was solicited from people with lived
experience (n = 5) throughout the design process, this small sample
consisted only of collaborators with the research team and included
only one PwE, limiting the overall generalizability of guidance
provided. Furthermore, we are not able to describe if the
feedback from our PwE collaborator differed from our non-PwE
collaborators in any way, and not every collaborator tested the
exposure scenes in the HMD; some viewed videos only on a
computer screen. While these individuals could comment on
certain aspects such as the appropriateness of the scene design or
quality of the actors’ performance, without the fully immersive
experience, they were less able to comment on the overall realism
of the exposures.

Lastly, our MVP was filmed using members of the research
team as actors in the scenes, with the same individuals appearing
in multiple locations intended to include only strangers. Thus, it
is possible that viewers may be distracted by repeated
appearances of actors, or that Phase 3 participants may
recognize certain team members from the initial study
consent and screening process. Additionally, although the
acting was described as believable during the feedback
process, there may be limitations to the actors’ performance
given lack of professional training. In particular, any seemingly
unnatural interactions that were recorded while simulating
social interactions may interfere with the PwE’s sense of
presence in the scene.

4.2 Future directions

Emerging technological advancements have the potential to help
address a number of the challenges and limitations we encountered,
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and could be incorporated into future iterations of the AnxEpiVR
VR-ET or other VR-ET programs. It is becoming easier to embed
computer graphic elements into 360-degree video, which could be
helpful for introducing interactivity with the virtual environment
(i.e., social interaction, movement through the scene). For example,
to create adaptive social interactions, designers could make use of
new OpenAI chat-based language models (OpenAI, 2023) to mimic
human conversation through speech/text. Such AI-based
conversational agents are already emerging in certain self-guided
training and mental health applications (Suganuma et al., 2018;
Moore et al., 2022). Also on the horizon are other OpenAI deep
learning models such as DALL-E2, which can generate digital
images from natural language descriptions (DALL·E, 2023). This
technology may create opportunities to build entirely bespoke 3D
environments using CGI based on individual patient descriptions of
scenes. At the same time, 360-degree cameras may become more
accessible in the future (e.g., embedded in cell phones) making it
easier for healthcare professionals or family members to capture
environments for personalized exposure scenarios (Stevens and
Sherrill, 2021).

5 Conclusion

Through a participatory design process, we developed an MVP
VR-ET consisting of three customizable hierarchies that are ready to
be piloted with PwE in Phase 3 of the AnxEpiVR Study. People with
lived experience collaborated with the research team to help guide
the design, providing feedback from a variety of perspectives to
improve the final product. We chose 360-degree video to create our
exposure scenarios due to its affordability, accessibility, and
potential for evoking a strong sense of presence. The technology
adequately captured many fears related to epilepsy-specific interictal
anxiety, such as fear of having a seizure while alone or in front of
others. The product was judged as safe, suitable for a variety of users,
and to have a reasonably high level of fidelity. Despite challenges
specific to 360-degree video, such as limited user interactivity with
the virtual world and less control of feared stimuli within a scene,
emerging technological advancements have potential to help address
some limitations encountered and to assist with creating more
personalized exposures.
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